Exhibition Display

Portable Pop Up display stand are lightweight, easily transportable display systems. One person can assemble a pop up stand in minutes.

This strong, lightweight, one-piece aluminium frame pops up in seconds to form a sturdy support to hang graphic panels around the stand. The graphic panels hang on magnetic strips and can create a high visual impact. Once the presentation is over the pop up stand can be easily dismantled, stored in the transport case and then easily placed into the boot of a car. They are cost effective way to visually communicate your products, brands or message, which makes them ideal for exhibitions, conferences, presentations or static information displays.

One man operation fast to set-up and easy to use / Portable / Graphic Panels hang on magnetic strips
3 x 3 Pop Up Stand

- Five panels pop up system
- Full colour graphic with protective laminate
- Include portable canvas transit case

**Curve 3 x 3**

Visual Display Area: 2.2m (H) x 3.4m (W) / Approx Weight: 25 kg

**Straight 3 x 3**

Visual Display Area: 2.2m (H) x 3.5m (W) / Approx Weight: 25 kg
3 x 4 Pop Up Stand

- Six panels pop up system
- Full colour graphic with protective laminate
- Include portable canvas transit case

Curve 3 x 4

Visual Display Area: 2.2m (H) x 4 m (W) / Approx Weight: 32 kg

Straight 3 x 4

Visual Display Area: 2.2m (H) x 4.2m (W) / Approx Weight: 32 kg
2 x 3 Pop Up Stand

- Four panels pop up system
- Full colour graphic with protective laminate
- Include portable canvas transit case

Pop Up Round Tower

- Ideal for promotion or as a signage where space is small
- One man operation, fast to set up and easy to use
- Full colour graphic with protective laminate

Curve System
4 panels Size: 2.22m (H) x 2.692m (W)

Straight System
4 panel Size: 2.22m (H) x 2.812m (W)

Size: 640mm x 2280mm (H) x 3 panels / Approx Weight: 10kg
Mini Pop Up

Mini Pop Up Stand is ideal for any promotion or demonstration as a backdrop or a huge advertising display. Its unique low height of 1780mm is suitable for almost any location like shopping centre, shops, offices, etc.

- 5 and 6 panels mini pop up system
- Full colour graphic with protective laminate
- Include portable canvas transit case

**Curve (3 x 3 / 3 x 4)**

- 5 panels Size: 1.78m (H) x 2.6m (W) – Weight 24kg
- 6 panels Size: 1.78m (H) x 3.12m (W) – Weight 31kg

**Straight (3 x 3 / 3 x 4)**

- 5 panels Size: 1.78m (H) x 2.78m (W) – Weight 24kg
- 6 panels Size: 1.78m (H) x 3.36m (W) – Weight 31kg
Premium V2 slim 3x3 Curve Pop Up System

Want to have a backdrop that could hold TV screen projecting your corporate video or product presentation? If yes, then this is what you are looking for! What’s more, self locking technology for easy set up within minutes.

- Self-locking technology for easy set up
- Cross bracing throughout for sturdy stability
- Full color print mount on non curl lexan sheet with magnetic strip and hangers
- Able to hold TV screen up to 26 inches
- 3 x front graphic panels & 2 x end cap graphic panels
- Open size: 2500mm W x 2380mm HT
- Full accessories available; TV bracket, brochure holder and LED down light (Optional items)
- Supplied with canvas trolley case with wheels

Optional Items
- Vesa bracket 100mm x 100mm mounting hole
- Brochure holder shelving
- LED down light
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Fabric Mural Pop Up

Love our Ultra & Dynamic pop up yet prefer something lighter? Our Fabric mural pop up weighs from 15kg, a much lighter version in the Pop Up range with a majestic approach. Graphic print uses the technologies of full color dye sublimation to ensure précised artwork cater to your needs. Printed on a high quality fabric, you can assure that your graphic does not crease easily. With Simple Velcro technique that requires no joining, you can now display your graphic in that magnificent background with pride. Changing your new graphic has never been easier; you can solely re-order the graphic print by itself without the need of spending extra money for the full system again.

• Good aluminum frame with locking hook
• Set up in less than 10 minutes
• Light weight when compared to Ultra & Dynamic pop up system
• Supplied with heavy duty carry bag or transportation case with wheels
• Using dye sublimation print technology for full color seamless fabric print
• Weight: 15 – 20kg

3 x 3 Fabric Mural Pop Up system full set
- 3 x 3 straight pop up frame
- Approx frame open size: 2250mm(w) x 2250mm(ht) x 350mm(depth)
- 1 x small transportation case with wheels
- 1 x color dye sublimation fabric nylon cloth velcro to the structure

3 x 4 Fabric Mural Pop Up system full set
- 3 x 4 straight pop up frame
- Approx frame open size: 3000mm (w) x 2250mm (ht) x 350mm (depth)
- 1 x  small square transportation case with wheels
- 1 x  color dye sublimation fabric nylon cloth velcro to the structure

Optional LED downlight
ISOframe Wave

Use as a basic display wall...add more modules...and build a complete exhibition stand. ISO frame Wave is idea for small and medium sized exhibition booth where total flexibility is paramount. The different display modules give you all the functions and applications needed to set-up a fully equipped stand. Flex the entire Wave wall into the shape you need at each venue, extend or reduce as required – all thanks to the unique and patented Flexi-Wave Link.

- Small and medium sized exhibition booth where total flexibility is paramount.
- The different display modules give you all the functions and applications needed to set up a fully equipped stand.
- Supplied with canvas trolley case.
- Using Latest Latex print technology HP for full color graphic panels & mounted on non curl DEPET backing material.
- Flex the entire Wave wall into the shape you need at each venue, extend or reduce as required.
ISOframe Ripple

Flexible and extremely cost effective, the ISOframe Ripple will literally change the shape of your portable display experience. The graphic panels can either be attached to a banner stand or used as a flexible link graphic, creating a clean seamless and contemporary portable display wall that provides a strong visual impact.

* Easy “no tools” assembly – ideal for self-build
* Flex the entire display to almost any shape
* Enlarge or reduce to suit the event
* Incredibly lightweight and compact
* Case to counter solutions available

Panel Graphic Measurement : 800mm(w) x 2100mm(h)
Counter Graphic Measurement : 1295mm(w) x 850mm (h)
**Fabric LED Backdrop**

The Fabric LED Backdrop provide epic solutions to enhance your image. It is ideal for retail shops, museums, trade shows and literally blends into any environment. It can accommodate 1 sided or 2 sided graphics which can be mounted on the wall, suspended from the ceiling, or used as a free-standing display.

It come in various sizes:
- 3M (L) X 2.4m(H) / 2.4m X 2.4m / 1.8m X 1.8m / 1.2m X 2.4m / 1.2m X 1.2m / 1.2m X 1.8m / 1m X 1.8m / 1m X 1.8m

**Features:**
- Production: 9-12 Work Days From Final Proof Approval
- Single or Double sided graphic ; -Fabric with UV printing;
- 100mm silver extrusion frame;
- Custom made ( any size ) ;
- Easy to place or remove the fabric
- Easy setup, compact packaging, easy to transport
Digital Video Floor Stand

- Min order 1 piece
- showcase digital content
- display both photos & videos
- upload to screen via thumbdrive
- powerful and impressive for viewing
- 42” screen display size
- 1.85m height x 64cm width x 6cm depth
- aluminium frame with steel shell backing
- tempered glass front
- comes with 1 year warranty
Portable Changing Room

De Novo Design carry a range of customized Portable Changing Room for all events. 
Increase your sales with our portable fitting room for all event and bazaar. Easily set up within 5-10 minute

We have 2 sizes to choose from:

Frame Size (cm): Length 120mm X Height 228mm X Depth 120mm
Graphic Material: High Resolution - Zipper Dye Sub Fabric

Frame Size (cm): Length 250mm X H 230mm X Depth150mm
Graphic Material: High Resolution - Zipper Dye Sub Fabric
Portable Fab Frame System

AL Printing presenting our latest portable display "Fab Frame System". Easy to build with no tools required. Extend or make smaller for different booth size. Graphic is printed on high quality fabric which are foldable and lightweight. Come with full range of accessories; shelving, hanging panel with hooks, TV screen bracket holder & LED down light. Let us design and propose for your next exhibition and use it time and time again! Set up and dismantle easily with 1 or 2 person. Suitable for all island space. Check out this awesome system!
Pop Up Stand Lighting
- Illuminate your pop-up systems
- Increase the visual mileage
- Can be used on all our pop-up system
- LED lighting

Portable Halogen Light for Pull Up Banner
- Illuminate your pull up banner
- Increase the visual mileage
Heavy Duty Pop Up Plastic Hard Case

- Hard plastic trolley case with wheels and handles for easy transporting
- Withstands the toughest shipping conditions
- Covertible to sale counter or display top with graphic warp
- Holds the entire pop up system & its lockable too & comes with a padded interior

Oval Hard Case
- Weight: 12 kg
- Case-to-counter-converter with graphic print wrap

Square Hard Case
- Weight: 8 kg
- Case-to-counter-converter with graphic print wrap
Pop Up Counter

• Light weight and very portable
• Ideal for promotion or demonstration
• Laminated counter top
• One man operation fast to set up and easy to use
• Includes portable carry bag

* Weight 11 kg

Straight Pop Up Counter
Size: 1865mm (L) x 850mm (H)

Curve Pop Up Counter
Size: 1985mm (L) x 850mm (H)
Pop Up Curve Counter
One of our hot favourites stand a beautiful and sturdy reception counter called the Pop up Curve Counter. Very suitable for road shows and exhibition booths this counter is wrapped beautifully with high quality magnetic graphic print. Counter stability is superb yet is easy to set up.

- Pop up aluminium frame with magnet bars
- Ultra strong & sturdy with weight load up to 60kg
- Supplied with good quality glossy finishing white/ black table top
- Full color print with good quality lamination mount on non curl Depet backing
- Wrap the print around using magnetic strip(interchangeable)
- Supplied with canvas bag with strap
- Optional canvas case for storage

Large Pop Up Curve Reception Counter
- Set Up Dimension: 2535mm L x 940mm HT x 450mm Depth
- Weight: Approx 23kg

Standard Pop Up Curve Reception Counter
- Set Up Dimension: 1300mm L x 965mm HT x 400mm Depth
- Weight: Approx 18kg

Small Pop Up Curve Counter
- Set Up Dimension: 900mm L x 850mm HT x 400mm Depth
- Weight: Approx 10kg

Small Pop Up Counter
Looking for something lightweight? Our mini Portable Reception Counter might just be the right product suited for your company. With its miniscule sizing, transportation definitely comes easy and of course you might have guess it, setting up is a breeze too. Similar to our round curve pop up counter, the graphic print comes with a magnetised backing for easy attachment as it wraps itself snugly around the frame.

- Aluminium frame with magnetic bars
- Strong and sturdy withstanding up to 40kg weight load
- Come with good quality folding table top in black and centre shelvings
- Full color inkjet PP sticker print with matt lam mount on non curl Depet backing with magnet strip
- Come with canvas carry bag
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R8 Panel Counter (Rental)

R8 panel system comes with registration counter which is available for rental. This is often used in exhibition outside main hall as the registration area, combine a few units and you are ready to register the guests. Do with or without the fascia board, it’s your choice. Comes with lockable bottom cabinet. Graphic print mount onto the counter is available, ask us now!

• 3 sides white 3mm Polyken Board with aluminium poles & lockable door
• Panel size: 950mm (W) x 890mm (H) x 450mm(D)
• Exhibition booth with fascia board
• Dimension per Counter: 1m x 1m x 0.5m
• Dimension per Counter(with Fascia Board): 1m x 2.2m x 0.5m

Show Case (Rental)

Need a showcase for your exhibition? Look no further, we have 3 types of showcase available for rental. The low showcase comes with bottom lockable cabinet. Tall square showcase for a more prestige look and display more products. Next up is the tall rectangle showcase, our biggest showcase available. Graphic print mounted onto the showcases are available.

• White polyken board with aluminum poles
• Low showcase comes with lockable cabinet
• Tall rectangle showcase comes with cabinet
• All 3 showcase can be mounted with graphic print
• Optional LED spotlights available

Low showcase:
1000mm L x 500mm D x 1000mm HT

Tall square showcase:
500mm L x 500mm D x 2000mm HT

Tall rectangle showcase:
1000mm L x 500mm D x 2000mm HT
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ISOframe Curve Counter (Sales)

ISOframe program also includes a modular system of large reception counter (ISObar) which can be individually designed to fit any reception area or trade show stand.

- Can be expanded and reduced to suit any stand size, with minimal framework
- The counter units can be equipped with graphic panels on both sides if needed
- The standard counter units include one inner shelf for each section.

More shelves can be added and purchased extra
- Supplied with carry bag
- Fascia Board : 1030mm x 350mm

Set up size:
3 x 3 ISOframe Curve Counter – 2290mm (W) x 830mm (D) x 1050mm (H)
3 x 4 ISOframe Curve Counter – 2760mm (W) x 1060mm (D) x 1050mm (H)
3 x 5 ISOframe Curve Counter – 3040mm (W) x 1330mm (D) x 1050mm (H)

Expo Case (Sales)

An extremely durable and shock-proof case with quality locks and wheels.
Easy and quick to unfold and with top stability when used as a large size counter.

- Extremely Durable & Shock-Proof
- Quality Locks and Wheels
- Top and 4 Shelves Included
- Large Working Surface
- Size folded: 640 mm (w) x 400 mm (d)
- Size unfolded: 1245 mm (w) x 600 mm (d)
- Height: 965 mm
- Weight: 19.5 kg
**Promotion Counter**
- Large graphic area for your advertisement
- Fast to set up and easy to use
- Comes with carrying case
- Ideal for promotion or demonstration

**Mobile Promotion Counter**

**Aluminium Counter**
- Gross weight 10kg

**Mini Promotion Counter**
- Comes with doors & wheels
- Gross weight: 10.9kg

---
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Promotion Counter

- Large graphic area for your advertisement
- Fast to set up and easy to use
- Comes with carrying case
- Ideal for promotion or demonstration

Promotion Counter (884MM)

- Optional doors / wheels
- Gross weight 10.5 kg

Promotion Counter (802MM)

- Gross weight 10 kg
**Flexile Counter**

Flexile Counter Placement at centre-island of atriums and supermarkets has never been better with Flexile Counter Series. Not only is it eye-catching, it can also be viewed at 360 Degree angle! With added illuminated lighting, it gives a dynamic appearance that is bound to make your products stand out. Made-to-measure is the key feature to our Flexile Counter, it could be customised to your required sizes.

- Easy installation without tools
- Graphic print mount on 5mm pvc board on all 4 sides
- Optional material such as acrylic, corrugated board and kapaline board can be used
- Supplied with good quality carry bag
- C/w detachable wheels

**Flip Counter**

Offering the solution to your marketing and branding needs, our Flipcounter has incorporated the world’s fully portable LED illuminated counter. With such high visibility, this product is truly attention seeking in the right way. With no tools required, the Flipcounter has never been easier for deployment.

- New style with one piece flip and fold design
- Environment friendly with energy saving
- LED Lighting With lockable door using pad lock
- Using Latest Latex print technology HP for full color graphic
- Graphic are easily change and install
- Supplied with a one of a kind nylon bag for easy transportation

**Specifications**

- Dimension: 88cm HT x 80cm L x 40cm depth (other sizes can be customized)
- Weight: Approx 12kg

- Counter height from floor: 930mm
- Counter dimension: 630mm W x 465mm Depth
- Counter table load: 25kg max
- Unit weight: 17kg
- Adjustable pole: adjustable up to 122cm
- Accessories included: printing sheet, header, adjustable pole, printing holder, LED lighting, nylon carry bag
Portable Folding Display Panel - Black (Sales)

Clip and Pole Panel is a versatile system that can be used in various configuration, use it individually or joining up. Panel is made from cardboard sandwiched polystyrene material with nylon loop material. With its Velcro compatible fabric, all you need to do is Velcro on your poster and stick it up. Additional accessories includes header board, table top, spotlight and brochure tray.

- System can be used individually or expanded using more poles
- Panel is made from cardboard sandwiched polystyrene material with nylon loop material
- Velcro Compatible, heavy duty with black color fabric on both sides
- 6 panels & 8 panels set option
- Clips are made from a bullet proof material called Acetol, which is a polymer based material
- Easily put up posters with velcro tape
- Optional T base or round base for stability
- Come with pvc carry bag
- size: 700mm X 2000mm (big panel) - consist of 2 small panel (700mm X 1000mm)

- Dimension per panel: 700mm W x 1000mm HT
- Weight: 1.1kg per panel
- 25mm aluminium framing all round
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Portable Folding Display Panel - Black (Rental)

Clip and Pole Panel is a versatile system that can be used in various configuration, use it individually or joining up. Panel is made from cardboard sandwiched polystyrene material with nylon loop material. With its Velcro compatible fabric, all you need to do is Velcro on your poster and stick it up. Additional accessories includes header board, table top, spotlight and brochure tray.

- System can be used individually or expanded using more poles
- Velcro Compatible, heavy duty with black color fabric on both sides
- Various configuration available
- Easily put up posters with velcro tape
- Round base provided for extra stability
- Option to do full color print
- Header board and spotlights available for rental too
- Set up and dismantle inclusive during office hours
- Size: 1000mm X 2000mm (big panel) - consist of 2 small panel (1000mm X 1000mm)
Portable Folding Display Panel - Royal Blue (Rental)

Clip and Pole Panel is a versatile system that can be used in various configuration, use it individually or joining up. Panel is made from cardboard sandwiched polystyrene material with nylon loop material. With its Velcro compatible fabric, all you need to do is Velcro on your poster and stick it up. Additional accessories includes header board, table top, spotlight and brochure tray.

- System can be used individually or expanded using more poles
- Velcro Compatible, heavy duty with black color fabric on both sides
- Various configuration available
- Easily put up posters with velcro tape
- Round base provided for extra stability
- Option to do full color print
- Header board and spotlights available for rental too
- Set up and dismantle inclusive during office hours

size: 600mm X 1800mm (big panel) - consist of 2 small panel (600mm X 900mm)
Portable White Partition System (Rental)

- Dimension per panel: 1000mm W x 2400mm HT
Exhibition Standard 2 x 3 Cubical Booth System (Rental)
Trade Show Table Cloth

Using Dye Sublimation technology, our colours bring out the vibrancy of your artwork for any presentation needs, available in 6ft and 8ft trade show table tops. Print any design or colors. You will not be restricted to just printing the front portion, printing can be done on all sides and even the table top portion.

- Full color print with no limitation of colors
- Same price for front or all sides printing
- Long lasting colors
- Fully draped for a more professional look
- Customize size available (Do provide table size for us to quote)

Speed Extra Wide Roll Up (Sales & Rental)

Setting up the Speed Ultra Wide Roll Up is as easy as A, B, C (Well, basically most of our products are)! It is the first ultra wide roll up with the world’s best (yet) mechanism we have to offer. The Australian designed retractable spring within the roller is so top notch that we are offering a 2 Years warranty just for this product.

- Broad 260mm base
- Available in 2m and 2.4m width
- 2 years warranty
- Supplied with heavy duty carry bag
- Using Latest Latex print technology HP for full color graphic print

- Set Up Size: 2000mm/ 2400mm W x 2120mm HT
- Weight: 12-13kg
Mobile TV Stand (Sales & Rental)

The TV stand is designed with a truss like display and is easily assemble within minutes with no tools required. It is best used in trade show, event or outside a retail store. It comes with a wooden shelf to support a laptop or media player. Come with castor wheels for mobility and lock for stationary position. The whole system is collapsible and kept into 2 separate bags, saving space for storage when not in use. Available in silver and black coated frame. Rental available with 42” TV for silver coated frame only.

- Position TV screen at an ideal height for viewing
- TV height is slightly adjustable
- Made with good quality aluminium alloy for heavy duty usage
- Holds TV up to 50” plus not weight more than 36kg
- Curve wooden shelf to support media player or laptop
- Supplied with good quality padded bag
- Supplied with mounting bracket 400mm x 400mm
- If TV mounting hole is 100-200mm, special vesa bracket need to be purchase (please ask us for details)
- Dimension: 900mm W x 900mm
- Depth x 2200mm HT
- Overall weight: 32kg

Slim Column TV Stand

This flat TV stand is perfect for use at trade shows, retail stores, and offices. Made of high density MDF and high strength aluminum alloy to withstand high traffic areas as well as managing to hold your 42” to 50” plus flat screen LCD/LED TV. This is most suitable for a more permanent display placement. Available in silver or black coated frame.

- High strength aluminium
- Holds flat TV screen size of 32”- 56”
- Comes with frosted tray holder
- Cable can be hidden at back of stand
- Supplied with mounting bracket 400mm x 400mm
- If TV mounting hole is 100-200mm, special bracket need to be purchase (please ask us for details)
- Size: 800mm x 400mm (base) x 1800mm HT
- Weight: 20KG
Dynamic Truss Backdrop (Sales & Rental)

Dynamic Truss Backdrop
Ever thought of having a backdrop that could hold TV screen projecting your corporate video or product presentation? If yes, then this is what you are looking for!
What’s more, no tools are required for the set up. Graphic is a single piece of PVC canvas print. It is able to support 2 TV screen from 42” to 50”. Available on rental basis.

- No tools required
- 1 – 2 person set up
- Attention grabbing with usage of TV screen as presentation
- Full color PVC canvas print(rental)/ Full color dye sublimation fabric print (purchase)
- Supplied with good quality hard flight case with wheels
- Set Up Size: 2400mm HT x 3400mm L x 600mm Depth
- Graphic Size: 2350mm HT x 2350mm W
- Weight: 60kg(system only), 75kg(with flight case)
Easy Frame Display

Easy Frame Display 3 different heights, 3 display plinths to showcase your products, easy breezy 1,2,3. It takes little effort to showcase your graphics; printed on high-quality fabric to ensure richness of colours, graphic is then inserted to 4 sections of the aluminium frame. For ultra-convenience, fresh graphics could be re-printed and swap with old prints at any point of time. Allen key is required for set up.

- High quality appearance
- Fabric prints are easy to set up
- Complete with fabric print on all 4 sides
- Supplied with wooden top

Sizes available:
- 500mm W x 500mm L x 600mm HT
- 500mm W x 500mm L x 800mm HT
- 500mm W x 500mm L x 100mm HT

Folding Round Showcase

The trick to setting up our Folding Round Showcase is to twist and turn it up! Absolutely no tools required! Set up a showcase display within minutes without any tools. Twist and turn to set up, plug in for the built in drop light and you are almost done. Each set come with clear perspex for cover up and graphic panel prints are optional for that extra branding! A good quality hard storage case is included for extra protection and transportation.

- 4 Tier Display w 1 drop light
- C/w 16 x clear Perspex
- Hard brief case included Dimension: 600mm HT x 600mm W x 270mm D

Sizes available:
- Build up size: 1920mm HT x 440mm Dia
- Collapsible size: 200mm HT x 510mm Dia x 510mm W
- Weight: 12kg w/o case, 21kg w case
Cuztomized Events Backdrop - Corrugated / Cardboard

Size shown: 2.45m x 2.45m

Sensormatic Wrap / Totem

• Customized sizes available
Double Sided Easy Roll
- New look, stylish rectangular section base
- Double sided, double your exposure, double your advertising mileage
- Available in black or silver
- Size: 850 mm (W) x 2000 mm (H)

Outdoor Double-Sided Easy Roll
- HEAVY Base (28kg) prevent from being blown away
- Available in black only
- Size: 850 mm (W) x 2050 mm (H)

Economy X-Stand (X3 / X5)
- Light in weight, highly portable
- Size: 600 mm (W) x 1600 mm (H) / 800 mm (W) x 2000 mm (H)

Giant X-Stand (X9)
- Adjustable for angle of incline
- Size: 1200 mm (W) x 2000 mm (H)

Boni X-Stand
- Adjustable for height 1600 to 1800 mm
- Sizes available 600 mm (W) x 1600 or 1800 mm (H)
I-Banner
• Fast & easy to set-up
• Size: 800 mm (W) x 2000 mm (H)

King’s Outdoor Banner Stand
• Huge base can be filled with water for outdoor use
• Size: 700 mm (W) x 2000 mm (H) Single sided
• Size: 700 mm (W) x 1800 mm (H) Double sided

ESO Outdoor Banner Stand
• Base is water tank and can be filled with water for weight and stability during outdoor use.
• Size: 700 mm (W) x 2000 mm (H) Single sided
• Size: 700 mm (W) x 1800 mm (H) Double sided
Deluxe Whale Series

- unique carrying handle on back of base
- comes with black cushioned carrying bag
- print material: high-grade synthetic poster paper
- with surface matt lamination on print
- price includes printing of banner

Sizes Available / Weight

- E-W-31: 600mm x 1600mm (H) – 3.1 kg
- E-W-32: 850mm x 2000mm (H) – 4.2 kg
- E-W-33: 1000mm x 2000mm (H) – 5 kg
- E-W-34: 1200mm x 2000mm (H) – 5.8 kg
- E-W-35: 1500mm x 2000mm (H) – 6.7 kg

Color: Black with Chrome Silver Side Capping
Stylish Budget Pull Up Stand
The stylish Bugget roll up system is designed for people with a very tight budget.
* Simple, light weight and easy to use.
* Print material: basic-grade photo paper
* Please note: As it’s made from light weight aluminum and plastic inner rod to keep the cost down, the stand might be used only once and then disposed, it’s not ideal for “rough” handling and "heavy" usages.

7 sizes to choose from.
Please note: Come with black Single zip bag.

Weight:
E-R-01 (600mm x 1600mm) = 2.07 kg
E-R-618 (600mm x 1800mm) = 2.09 kg
E-R-718 (700mm x 1800mm) = 2.10 kg
E-R-820 (800mm x 2000mm) = 2.96 kg
E-R-02 (850mm x 2000mm) = 2.99 kg
E-R-03 (1000mm x 2000mm) = 3.30 kg
E-R-04 (1200mm x 2000mm) = 3.96 kg

Premium Roll Up Stand
Product Highlight:
Premium retractable Banner Stand is made from high grade aluminium for durability.
print material: high-grade synthetic poster paper
Stabilizing wire leg swing out at the bottom of the base for added stability.
Come with double padding zip bag.

Weight:
E-PR-01 (600mm x 1600mm) = 2.23 kg (Black & Silver)
E-PR-618 (600mm x 1800mm) = 2.25 kg (Silver)
E-PR-820 (800mm x 2000mm) = 3.27 kg (Silver)
E-PR-02 (850mm x 2000mm) = 3.29 kg (Black & Silver)
E-PR-03 (1000mm x 2000mm) = 3.62 kg (Silver)
E-PR-04 (1200mm x 2000mm) = 4.38 kg (Silver)
Pace Banner
Pace Banner can join multiple banner to form a large backdrop or use it individually. Graphic is mounted onto Lexan backing for a straight and tension banner. We use special edge to edge magnet to create a seamless joined graphic.

- Join multiple banner to form a large backdrop or use it individually
- Full color print mount on non curl lexan sheet (best quality and straightness)
- Every pace banner come with a reinforced canvas bag
- Dimension: 800mm (w) X 2000mm(ht)
- Weight: Approx 5kg
- Optional: Special edge to edge magnetic strip to link up banner
**Man Pack**

- Easy way to hold your billboard and walk around the shopping mall.
- With this hands free billboard, promoters are able to give out flyers at the same time.

**Man Pack Light Box**

Easy way to hold your billboard and walk around the shopping mall. With this hands free billboard, promoter are able to give out flyers at the same time. A lighted advertisement will catch all passerby’s eyes.

- Frame size: 1470mm x 630mm x 50mm
- Thickness: 50mm
- Net weight: 7.8KG
- Gross weight: 12KG
- With rechargeable battery, first charge can last for 5 hours.
- With support standing floor
- Backlit Film Size:
  - Front-side size: 578mm (W) x 595mm (Ht)
  - Back-side size: 578mm (W) x 1395mm (Ht)

**Sandwich Board Advertisement**

- Great way to advertise your brand/promotion with this walking billboard.
- Available size: A2

**Demonstration Sign**

- Available size: A2

**Man Pack Flag**

- Graphic display area 1500mm (H) x 500mm (W)

**Man Pack Mobile Sign**

- Graphic display area: A2 x 2 sides
**Clip Pole System**
- Diameter 308mm heavy metal base for added stability
- Comes with diameter 38mm stainless steel rod
- Powerful clips gives you the flexibility to display PVC banners or rigid posters
- Weight 13 kg

**Boni Stand with 2 Boni Clips**
- Can display both foam board posters and PVC banners
- Can be use to display a length of banner by utilizing 2 or more system
- Print dimensions (W x D) Max 2050mm height
- Weight 5.2 kg

**Chrome Base Clip Pole Double Sided**
- Dia 370mm heavy solid chrome base for added stability
- Pole can extend to a maximum height of 2460mm
- Powerful clips gives you the flexibility to display PVC banners or rigid posters
- Print dimensions (WxD) Free Size, min height of 130mm to max height of 2460mm
- Weight 12 kg

**Clip Pole Silver Set (Double Sided)**
- Heavy plastic coated cast base for added stability
- Pole can extend to a maximum height of 3520mm
- Powerful clips gives you the flexibility to display PVC banners or rigid poster
- Print dimensions (WxD) Free Size, min height of 130mm to max height of 3520mm
- Weight 7 kg

**Clip Pole Black Set (Double Sided)**
- Heavy plastic coated cast base for added stability
- Pole can extend to a maximum height of 3520mm
- Powerful clips gives you the flexibility to display PVC banners or rigid poster
- Print dimensions (WxD) Free Size, min height of 130mm to max height of 3520mm
- Weight 7 kg
**T-Bar Single Sided Round Shaped Base with Adjustable Pole**
- Image size: max. 2400mm (H)
- Weight: 5 kg
- Can display both foam board posters & PVC Banners
- Can be used to display a length of banner by utilizing 2 or more T-Bars
- Print dimensions (WxD): Max 2400mm height

**Tripod T-Bar**
- Image size: max 2400mm (H)
- Weight: 5 kg
- Can display both foam board posters & PVC Banners
- Can be used to display a length of banner by utilizing 2 or more T-Bars
- Print dimension (WxD): Max 2400mm height

**Economy T-Bar (Double Sided)**
- Image size: max 2400mm (H)
- Weight: 4 kg
- Can display both foam board posters & PVC Banners
- Can be used to display a length of banner by utilizing 2 or more T-Bars
- Print dimensions (WxD): Max 2400mm height

**Boni Pole System**
- Image size: 3240mm to 4175mm
- Weight: 2.4 kg
- Can display both foam board posters & PVC Banners
- Can be used to display a length of banner by utilizing 2 or more T-bars

**Clip Pole (Stainless Steel) Crab Base**
- For any indoor promotion, product launches, Road Shows, Events or Exhibitions.
- Lightweight and easy storage as the base can overlap during storage.
- Display Foam board posters, Snap Frame and PVC banners with ease.
- Fast and easy to set up.
**Bus Stop Stand**
- Image size: 450mm x 2200mm (H)
- Weight: 5 kg
- Strong, sturdy metal construction made to last
- Adjustable height from 1360mm to 2500mm
- Print dimensions (WxD) 450mm x 1360mm – 2200mm

**A Stand**
- Ideal for any promotion, product launches, road shows or exhibitions as a message / advertising display board
- Available in Black & Silver
- Up to A1 size

**Stainless Steel Frame 1.6M Height**
- Durable stand with stainless steel
- Indoor use
- Can hold up to A1 snap frame
- Easy to install / replace poster
- Able to hold two frames (front & back)
- Gross weight: 3.25kg (exclude frame)

**Aluminium Easel**
- Comes with a carry bag
- Convenient & light weight
- Highly adjustable to suit posters up to A1 size
- Gross weight: 1.0 kg
- Available in Black & Silver

**Retractable Boni Ball**
- Ideal for any effective display of messages and notices.
- Highly flexible and is able to rotate in 360 degrees.
- Heavy base design to ensure stability.
Metal Easel

• Ideal for any promotion, product launches, etc
• Special backbone designs allows your poster to be tilted to your desired display angle
• For larger poster, a separately available universal support is required.
• Display size A3 – AO size

Bamboo Easel Stand

Product Highlight:
• Bamboo Easel provides a more deluxe look to your poster.
• Adjustable for different sizes posters/frames
• Come in two sizes.
• Snap Frame sold separately
• Item Size: 470mm x 1430mm / 530mm x 1700mm
Flag Pole with Water Tank
- Base can be filled with water for outdoor use
- Ideal for any outdoor promotion, road shows, etc.

Size Available:
600 mm (W) x 2600 mm (H)
Weight: 1 kg (without water fill)

Giant Flag Pole
- Huge base can be filled with water for outdoor use.
- Idea for any outdoor promotion, road shows, etc.
Flying Banner
• Make great outdoors banners, as they rotate smoothly in the wind and have no flapping edge.
• When in multiples, it can really be an eye-catching wonder to behold!

Lantern Banner
• Branding at 2.4m high is perfect eye level to attract attention
• Option to print 3 different panels 360 degree coverage
• Unique design to turn in the wind - movement catches attention and ensures 360 degree coverage
• Fabrics are interchangeable - no need to buy a whole new unit if the message changes
• It is so easy to use - literally 30 seconds to put up and take down
Teardrop Flying Banner
Expect another Innovation and eye catching design with our signature Tear Drop Banner, the first of its kind to offer maximum portability, not to mention as light as a feather (well…almost)! With that said, our Teardrop banner could enhance your company’s presence and draw attention at marketing events. These flying banners are constructed to withstand moderate weather, yet are equally great for indoor usage.

- Dye Sublimation print on high quality fabric
- Highly portable and lightweight yet stable for outdoor condition
- Heavy aluminium base with aluminum + fibreglass pole
- Lockable base to prevent pole from flying off
- Free water weighting bag for extra weight
- Single side print or double side available
- Come with separate bags for base and poles
- 3 sizes to choose from

Overall size
- 2.5m HT x 1m W – Size S
- 3.3m HT x 1.2m W – Size M
- 4m HT x 1.4m W – Size L
- Weight: 3kg – 4kg (base + pole only)
- Water weighting bag fill-able up to 7kg

Accessories
- Comes with 1 x cross-feet base, 1 x refillable water weighing bag for added

---

Mini Teardrop Banner
Mini is in! Nothing can be more adorable than having this baby size flying banner that fits right into your corner spacing! Even though the structure is much smaller than our standard size ‘S’ teardrop banner, there is no short change of quality. The NEW mini teardrop banner is very suitable for store owners constrained by height restriction in shopping malls. For extra stability, you may choose to add water to the base that comes with it!

- Iron rod and plastic base (fillable with water)
- Overall height: 2000mm
- c/w carry bag for poles
- Full color dye Sublimation print
- Print Dimension: 1600mm HT x 600mm W
Fin Flying Banner

People come in all shape and sizes so does our products. Introducing the Fin Flying Banner! Not only is good for outdoor usage, the Fin Flying banner is designed in such a way that its unique outstanding shape will never be missed, who doesn’t want to be one of a kind?! Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, the Fin Flying banner is fast and easy to set up. Comes with 1 x cross-feet base, 1 x refillable water weighing bag for added stability.

- Dye Sublimation print on high quality fabric
- Highly portable and lightweight yet stable for outdoor condition
- Heavy aluminium base with aluminum + fibreglass pole
- Lockable base to prevent pole from flying off
- Free water weighting bag for extra weight
- Single side print or double side available
- Come with separate bags for base and poles
- 3 sizes to choose from

Overall size
- 2.6m HT x 1m W – Size S
- 3.4m HT x 1.2m W – Size M
- 4.2m HT x 1.4m W – Size L
- Weight: 3kg – 4kg(base + pole only)
- Water weighting bag fill-able up to 7kg
Flying Flag Banner

The Flying Flag Banner is most suitable for one who loves working within the context of a box. Just like our Tear drop, this banner is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. However, Even BETTER as it gives more room for visuals mainly because it’s designed aspect. You can expect a full scale graphic with a flag-like presentation, except this time is made longer, and we know it all meant more space! Not to mention, our flying flag banner is eye catching, fast and effortlessly easy to set up.

- Dye Sublimation print on high quality fabric
- Highly portable and lightweight yet stable for outdoor condition
- Heavy aluminium base with aluminum + fibreglass pole
- Lockable base to prevent pole from flying off
- Free water weighting bag for extra weight
- Single side print or double side available
- Come with separate bags for base and poles
- 3 sizes to choose from

Overall size
- 3m HT x 0.8m W — Size S
- 4m HT x 0.8m W — Size M
- 5m HT x 1.4m W — Size L
- Weight: 3kg — 4kg(base + pole only)
- Water weighting bag fill-able up to 7kg
Fabric A Frame

Nothing can be more light weight and quicker to assemble than this product. Yes, I’m talking about the Fabric A Frame the stands out and draws crowd. Good for every event; indoor or outdoor, setting up and well as dismantling only takes a fraction of your time so you will get everything up in just minutes! Ground pegs are provided for better anchoring during windy situation. For concrete or hard surfaces, weights could be used to hold down the display.

- Double side dye sublimation fabric print
- High visual impact for any event
- Light weight design highly portable
- Supplied with round carry bag and ground pegs
- No tools required
- 3 sizes available

Monsoon A Frame

- Dimension: 2000mm (L) x 1000mm (H)
- Full colour pvc canvas print with eyelets double side
- Supplied with string and carry bag

- Available in 3 different sizes
  - 70cm x 120cm
  - 90cm x 190cm
  - 100cm x 260cm
- Approx weight: 2kg – 5kg
Inflatable Sky Dancers (Sales & Rental)
• Available sizes - height 8 ft / 10 ft / 12 ft / 16 ft / 20 ft

Lighted Balloon (Rental)
• Available diameter size - 1.5 m
Tripod Lighted Advertising Balloon (Sales & Rental)
• Available diameter sizes - 1.5m & 1.6m

Helium Giant Lighted Advertising Balloon (Sales & Rental)
• Available diameter sizes : 2.4m & 3m

Backpack Lighted Advertising Balloon (Rental)
• Available diameter sizes - 1m
Flexible Rack Series/ Portable PVC Foldable Display Rack Series (suitable for countless time)

Flexile Rack 1101A

Unlike conventional display made of corrugated board which can only used once, Flexile series comes in lightweight ABS and PVC materials, reusable for countless usage. Very suitable for various grounds; Promotional Retail outlets, Road shows, Supermarkets, even standalone shelf boosting uniqueness to your product.

Flexile Rack Model no. 1101A - 50401
- Narrower side panels
- Extremely light weight max weight load of 15kg per tier
- Dimension: 500mm L x 310mm Depth x 1100mm HT
- Includes printing on 2 side panels, 4 x front tier label & 1 header board
- Pack flat in carton box

Flexile Rack Model no. 1101A - 75401
- Narrower side panels
- 4 tier adjustable height display shelves
- Extremely light weight max weight load of 8kg per tier
- Dimension: 700mm L x 310mm Depth x 1100mm HT
- Includes printing on 2 side panels, 4 x front tier label & 1 header board
- Pack flat in carton box
Flexible Rack Series/ Portable PVC Foldable Display Rack Series (suitable for countless time)

Flexible Rack 1301A

Unlike conventional display made of corrugated board which can only used once, Flexile series comes in lightweight ABS and PVC materials, reusable for countless usage. Very suitable for various grounds; Promotional Retail outlets, Road shows, Supermarkets, even standalone shelf boosting uniqueness to your product.

**Flexile Rack Model no. 1301A-50401**
- Wider side panels
- 4 tier adjustable height display shelves
- Extremely light weight with max weight load of 15kg per tier
- Dimension: 500mm L x 390mm Depth x 1300mm HT
- Includes printing on 2 side panels, 4 x front tier label & 1 header board
- Pack flat in carton box

**Flexile Rack Model no. 1301A-75401**
- 4 tier adjustable height display shelves
- Extremely light weight max weight load of 8kg per tier
- Dimension: 700mm L x 390mm Depth x 1300mm HT
- Pack flat in carton box
- Dimension: 500mm L x 390mm Depth x 1300mm HT
- Includes printing on 2 side panels, 4 x front tier label & 1 header board
- Pack flat in carton box
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Flexible Rack Series/Portable PVC Foldable Display Rack Series (suitable for countless time)

Flexile Rack 1301B

Unlike conventional display made of corrugated board which can only be used once, Flexile series comes in lightweight ABS and PVC materials, reusable for countless usage. Very suitable for various grounds; Promotional Retail outlets, Road shows, Supermarkets, even standalone shelf boosting uniqueness to your product.

Flexile Rack Model no. 1301B-50401
- wider side panels
- 4 tier adjustable height display shelves
- Extremely light weight max weight load of 15kg per tier
- Dimension: 500mm L x 390mm Depth x 1300mm HT
- Includes printing on 2 side panels, 4 x front tier label & 1 header board
- Pack flat in carton box

To supply on purchase of Flexile Rack Model no. 1301B-75401
- 4 tier adjustable height display shelves
- Extremely light weight max weight load of 8kg per tier
- Dimension: 700mm L x 390mm Depth x 1300mm HT
- Includes printing on 2 side panels, 4 x front tier label & 1 header board
- Pack flat in carton box
Frosted Print

- Customs design on your window with logos or images on different density & colour frosted effect
  (From 10% to 100% density for frosted effect)
- Variety of frosted colours (Light pink, lime green, white, light blue, yellow, etc...)
- Ideals for time saving installation

Tension Fabric Ipad/ Brochure Stand

The latest and more innovative iPad and brochure stand in the fabric tension series. Why get a dull iPad or brochure stand when you can have a full branding on it. Easily dismantled into a small carry bag for compact storage while quick and easy installation. Full color print on wrinkled free fabric material for long lasting effect.

- Lightweight and compact aluminium frame
- c/w 1x tension fabric print with zipper
- Supplied with 1x carry bag

Set Up Size:
43cm W x 128cm HT x 355cm Depth – I pad holder stand with 2 x A4 brochure shelves
45cm W x 128cm HT x 42cm Depth – I pad holder stand only
Weight : Approx. 6kg - 10kg
Airport Stand
- Airport stand with conceal wheels
- Graphic size: 495 x 1400mm
- Gross weight: 18kg
- Colour: white / MDF board / black / metal base

Wheel of Fortune
- Easily transportable and easy to store
- The sound of the plastic clickers draws spectators over to the wheel
- Simple setup is great for temporary exhibits & parties

Large Wheel (730MM DIA)
- 16 blank prize slots
- Gross weight: 22.6 Kg

Medium Wheel (520MM DIA)
- 12 blank prize slots
- Gross Weight: 14 Kg

Mini Wheel (270MM DIA)
- 12 blank prize slots
- Gross weight: 4.4 kg
1.4m High Metal Standee
• Ideal for any kind of information display message
• Low in cost, highly economical and easy to use
**Q-Stand with Trumpet Base**
- Gross weight: 10.2 kg
- Ideal for any effective crowd direction and control
- 1m height with 30 cm base and comes with a 2 meter long belt for fast, flexible and easy set up.
- Heavier base for additional stability
- Available in range of accessories to further enhance your crowd control and movement.

**Q-Hook Stand**
- Ideal for any effective crowd direction and control
- 950mm height with a 300mm base
- Heavier (11kg) base for additional stability
- Available ropes are available separately.
Q-Stand Stackable

Available Belt Colours

Blue  Red  Black
Q-Frame

- Ideal for any effective crowd direction or simple display of messages and notices.
- Slot messages of A4 or A3 – Landscape or Portrait format between 2mm clear acrylic sheets
- Double sided viewing
- Direct fit on any of our Belt Q-Stands

Q-Stand Brochure Holder

- A4 size brochure x 2 tier
Q-Sign Stand (with wheels)

- Ideal for any effective crowd direction or simple display of messages and notices.
- Slot messages in Landscape or Portrait format in between 2mm clear acrylic sheets.
- Double sided viewing.
- Heavy base design (11kg) for added stability.
- Come with 5 pieces of castle wheels.

Q-Sign Stand (without wheels)

- Ideal for any effective crowd direction or simple display of messages and notices.
- Slot messages in Landscape or Portrait format in between 2mm clear acrylic sheets.
- Double sided viewing.
- Heavy base design (11kg) for added stability.
Mini Easy Roll
- Comes in single or double sided
- Available size A4 or A3
- Available color: black or silver

Single Sided Mini X-Stand
- Image Size: 180 mm (W) x 420 mm (H)

Paper Standee
- Ideal for any kind of information display & messages
- Low in cost, highly economical and easy to use
- Made of 400gsm thick card & die-cut to shape
- Sizes available: A5 / A4 / A3 / A2 / A1
Perspex Poster Holder with Spacers (Acrylic Frame)

- Ideal for wall mounting of picture & posters.
- Perspex poster holder uses the classic double clear perspex design an 4 to 6 chrome spacer to hold the poster.
- Perspex poster holder also feature a polished 4mm thick beveled front perspex and at the back a 3mm perspex.
- Available Size : A4, A3, A2, A1, A0

Acrylic Frame with Pocket

- Ideal for wall mounting of pictures and posters.
- Come with pocket poster holder in front and 4 to 6 chrome spacers.
- Perspex poster holder also features a polished 4mm thick beveled front perspex.
- Comes in standard sizes : A4 / A3 / A2 / A1
**LED Crystal Light Box**

- Applied 3D Engraving Technology, high brightness and the light source spread evenly over the surface.
- Powered by Bright LED lighting, the LED Crystal produces low heat emission, energy efficient and long lasting.
- Diamond Polishing Technology for the edges on high quality acrylic. The surface as clear as crystal.
- Install and interchange different poster films with speed and ease.
- It comes with spacers.
- Power Supply: AC 110~230V (50HZ/60HZ)
- Sizes available: A4 / A3 / A2 / A1

**LED Light Box (Magnetic Type)**

- 3D Engraving light guide plate, even light and high brightness
- High quality LED as light source, long life span
- Magnetic holding system & face makes changing advertising a breeze.
- Cord access to the side or rear
- Pre-drilled holes for easy installation
- Applicable for: nightclub, bar and retail promotions, movie poster new releases, fast food restaurant menus, exhibitions and trade shows, modern interior decoration in restaurants, hotels, offices and even homes etc...
- Power Supply: AC 110~230V (50HZ/60HZ)
- Sizes Available: A1 / A2
Classic Snap Frame
• Sleek design and lightweight.
• Pre-drilled holes to enable installation in portrait or landscape.
• Specially design round corner to prevent injury.
• Available Colour : Silver / Black
• Sizes available : A4 / A3 / A2 / A1

Posters (foamboard-mounted)
• Sizes : A4 / A3 / A2 / A1 / A2 / AO
• Customized sizes kindly emailed to us

PVC Frame Capping
The fastest and most economical way to have a framing for your foamboard poster, PVC Frame Capping also serves to protect your foamboard posters from being damaged through knocks unintentional and dings in this unpredictable world.
The perimeter-based framing using a U-shaped PVC profile is light and does not add much weight to the poster. It provides a nice touch to foamboard posters that go up on the wall.
• Sizes : A4 / A3 / A2 / A1 / A2 / AO
• Available Colours : Matte (Black or White) / Glossy (Silver or Gold)
LED Writing Board

- Re-writable
- Ideal for promotion and highlight.
- Comes in different sizes and models.

220mm (L) x 300mm (Ht) x 15mm (D)

LED Writing Board Wall Mount

- 430mm (L) x 230mm (Ht) x 15mm (D)
- with text “OPEN WELCOME”

LED Writing Board Floor Stand

- 300mm (L) x 220mm (Ht) x 70mm (D)
- 420mm (L) x 320mm (Ht) x 70mm (D)

300mm (L) x 222mm (Ht) x 70mm (D)
- with Text “OPEN WELCOME”
Customized Quality Artist Canvas / Art Gallery Quality Canvas

Getting your photographs printed on canvas means your precious pictures will last forever – long-lasting artworks that perfectly capture your special memories. At De Novo Design, we provide different customization print size you need for all your office, event, exhibition, showroom, retailstore, hotel lobby, cafe, restaurant, homes spaces etc.

What is a Canvas Print?

Canvas Printing, or Giclee Printing (pronounced Zhee-Clay) is a process in which a picture of photograph is printed on a piece of high-quality canvas at affordable price and then stretched around a hardwood frame. Canvas Prints that feature in art galleries & famous museum across the world.

Why should you get a Canvas Print?

Some pictures and photographs are special. They deserve to be highlighted and made to last forever. These moments in life make ideal candidates for canvas prints.

Imagine your wedding picture artistically rendered into a 42x63 inch portrait. Each sparkle in your eye captured in picture that will remain fresh for more than 75 years. Your child’s first smile. Your prize-winning photograph. Your favourite holiday snap. Your family portrait. Each of them can be brought to life for you to enjoy for a lifetime. For this very reason, Canvas Prints also make unparalleled gifts for the people in your life.

Our canvas prints are created using hand-cut top grade timber frames

Framing is one of the most important components of a canvas print. Poor quality framing results in loose, floppy prints that do not sit flush against the wall. This is one area where you will notice the difference. We have our framing timber custom made to our exact specification. We simply could not find suitable quality framing timber off the shelf. Many competitors use cheaper pine for their frames. We have chosen to invest a little more and use first grade, kiln dried meranti. This timber is resistant to rot, uniform in texture, and has been used in fine joinery for decades.

Square Size:
Size available : 30cm X 30cm / 41cm X 41cm / 51cm X 51cm / 61cm X 61cm / 71cm / 81cm / 91cm / 106cm / 140cm

Rectangle size: Size available in centimetre
28 X 36 / 30 X 46 / 41 X 61 / 51 X 76 / 61 x 91 / 71 X 106 / 81 X 121 / 91 X 137 / 101 X 152 / 106 X 160 / 127 X 190 / 150 X 223

Panoramic size: Size available in centimetre
30 X 61 / 41 X 81 / 51 x 102/ 61 X 152 / 71 X 142 / 61 X 152 / 71 X 142 / 61 X 203 / 81 X 162 / 91 X 182 / 91 x 203 / 106 X 213
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**Acrylic Brochure Holder (Desktop / Standing)**

- Injection molded, standing brochure holder in Portrait Format for your flyers, leaflets, catalogs or any other promotional brochures.
- Feature pre-molded holes for ease in hanging them onto existing or new mounting fixtures.
- Molded grooves at the base of the holder ensure leaflets are being held in place.
- Highly economical and easy to use
- Optional: silkscreen of company logo
Acrylic Brochure Holder (Wall Hanging)
- Injection molded, Wall Hanging brochure holder in Portrait Format for your flyers, leaflets, catalogs or any other promotional brochures.
- Feature pre-molded holes for ease in hanging them onto existing or new mounting fixtures.
- Molded grooves at the base of the holder ensure leaflets are being held in place.
- Highly economical and easy to use
- Optional: silkscreen of company logo

Card Holder
- Injection molded, Card holder in Landscape/Portrait Format for your business cards, loyalty cards or any other promotional cards.
- Hold normal name card size up to 90mm in width.
- Hold 50 to 60 pcs of cards depending on the card thickness.
- Highly economical and easy to use
- Optional: silkscreen of company logo
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L Shaped Clear Acrylic Holder
• Ideal for table top display for any advertisement.
• Classic “L” design for secure and easy slotting in your advertisements.
• Made of 3mm thick clear acrylic
• Portrait Available size: DL, A5, A4 & A3
• Landscape Available size: A5, A4 & A3

Acrylic Box
• Small in size, ideal for any small scale table top promotion, product survey, lucky draw or contest.
• Can also be used as a coin box or donation box
• Comes with a slotted display area for your advertisement or graphics.
Brochure Stand

- Ideal for displaying any kind of brochures, flyers, leaflets, promotion messages, etc.
- Collapsible & stylishly design.
- Single row, can display on both front and back for up to 6 separate brochures.
- Comes with a carry case.
I-Banner Stand with 2 Holders
- I-Banner Stand Comes with 2 x A4 Size Holder

Netting Brochure Stand
- 8 compartments for holding brochures, A4 or smaller
- black netting with silver aluminium profile
- easy to assemble and easy to store away
- comes with a canvas carrying case
- weight: 2kg, height: 1.3m
Brochure / Magazine Stand

Model: T4

- Anodised Aluminium Frame
- Suit odd-sized brochures
- Full height 161 cm (excluding header)
- Header size 49 cm (L) x 12 cm (H)
- 4 acrylic trays
- Size: 43 cm wide x 5 cm depth (option 1) / 65 cm wide x 5 cm depth (option 2)
- Weight 7.5 kg

Modular Carousel Stand

- Easy to assemble
- Choose module size to suit your requirements
- The carousel stand consists of:
  - A4 header (grey)
  - 3 modules (clear)
  - Ring clips to secure modules to pole
  - Vertical pole in 2 sections (grey)
  - Plastic injection base (grey)
Quick Step Brochure Stand
Introducing our newly improved version Quick Step Brochure Stand which is able to hold an extra pocket slot for convenience! Comes in a variation of 2 colours, the new Quick Step Brochure Stand is now able to hold 4 brochure slots instead of the usual 3.

- Dark blue/ grey color frame with grey plastic base
- 4 pockets clear molded acrylic
- Best Quality out of all our brochure stand
- Collapsible for easy transportation
- Soft canvas carry bag included
- Build Up Size: 240mm W x 340mm D x 1730mm HT
- Collapsible Size: 240mm W x 340mm D x 400mm HT
- Weight: 5.8kg

Step Up Brochure Stand
Step up brochure stand opens up in just one easy movement, just pull and raised the pockets and you are done! Comes with 5 clear acrylic holders fitted on black coated steel base, soft canvas bag for easy transportation.

- Black coated steel base
- 5 pockets clear acrylic
- Collapsible for easy transportation
- Can collapse with literature in stand
- Supplied with soft canvas carry bag
- Open size: 230mm W x 290mm D x 1470mm HT
- Collapsible size: 230mm W x 290mm D x 350mm HT
- Weight: 5.2kg
Stainless Steel Brochure Holder Stand
(Without Wheels)
• Ideal for displaying any kind of brochures, flyers, leaflets, promotional messages, etc.
• Size: 360mm (W) x 1600mm (H)
• Fast and Easy to set up.
• Stylishly designed.
• Can display on 4 side of views.
• Stainless Steel Pole and Base.

Stainless Steel Brochure Holder Stand
(With Wheels)
• Ideal for displaying any kind of brochures, flyers, leaflets, promotional messages, etc.
• Size: 360mm (W) x 1600mm (H)
• Fast and Easy to set up.
• Stylishly designed.
• Can display on 4 side of views.
• Stainless Steel Pole and Base.

16 no. of A4 holder (8 no. per tier)
16 no. of A4 holder (12 no. per tier)
24 no. of A4 holder (12 no. per tier)
24 no. of A4 holder (12 no. per tier)
Brochure / Magazine Stand

<<<< MS050
* Black powder coated
* 3 compartments c/w castors
* Suitable for A4 size display
* Size: L31cm x W33cm x H135cm

MS060 >>>>
* Black powder coated
* Additional stacking compartment
* 3 compartments c/w castors
* Suitable for A4 size display
* Size: L31cm x W35cm x H108cm

<<<< MS070
* Black powder coated
* 3 compartments c/w castors
* Suitable for A3 size display
* Size: L48cm x W33cm x H135cm

MS080 >>>>
* Black powder coated
* Additional stacking compartment
* 3 compartments c/w castors
* Suitable for A3 size display
* Size: L48cm x W35cm x H108cm

Newspaper & Magazine Stand

* Light grey powder coated
* Complete with 4 newspaper clips
* Size: H85cm x W69.50cm x D36.5cm

Newspaper Stand

ZigZag + Tabletop Black

* 3 compartments for holding brochures, A3 or smaller
* Black coated aluminium finish
* Easy to assemble and easy to store away
* Comes with a canvas carrying case
* Weight: 9kg, height: 1.05m
Menu Stand Holder
- Ideal for any occasion that requires the display of literatures up to A3 size.
- Made of corrosion resistant stainless steel.
- Menu holder feature simple fixed angled tray with grooves for a simple header board behind.
- Weight: 13 kg.

Boni Tripod Menu Stand (Music Stand)
- Ideal for any kind of information display & messages like flyers catalogs, brochures, up to A3 size.
- Highly adjustable for height and tilt angle.
- Attractive & stylishly designed.
- Weight: 3.3 kg.

iPad Menu Stand
- 2 pieces of acrylic sandwich together – top 3mm & bottom 10mm with 4 spacers on the corners.
- A new way to show your menu, products demo, etc.
- iPad not included.

Kwik Reference Display Stand
- Holds A4 size paper.
- Comes with 10 pockets, able to hold max 20 pages.
- Available in black only.
- Height: 1.3m.
Rotating Boni Ball Stand

- Ideal for effective display of messages and notices.
- Highly flexible and is able to rotate 360 degrees.
- Heavy base design to ensure stability
- Boni Ball Stand come with A4 or A3 Silver Snap Frame
- Snap Frame Sold Separately.
iPad stand / Floor Tablet Kiosk

- Code no : AB - 01
- Dimension : 345mm (W) X 425mm (D) x 1340mm (H)
- Metal construction provides solid display
- Display iPad on portrait or landscape orientation
- Lockable for security
- Designed to hold Apple iPad 2, 3, 4 & Air
- Colour Available: Black

iPad stand / Floor Tablet Kiosk

- Code no : AB - 02
- Dimension : 380mm (W) X 380mm (D) x 1260mm (H)
- Metal construction provides solid display
- Display iPad on portrait or landscape orientation
- Lockable for security
- Designed to hold Apple iPad 2, 3, 4 & Air
- Colour Available: Silver

iPad stand / Floor Tablet Kiosk

- Code no : AB - 03
- Dimension : 380mm (W) X 380mm (D) x 1260mm (H)
- Metal construction provides solid display
- Display iPad on portrait or landscape orientation
- Lockable for security
- Designed to hold Apple iPad 2, 3, 4 & Air
- Colour Available: Black
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Podium / Rostrum (Sales)

Brown Wooden & Stainless Steel
- Size 490 x 490 x 1170mm
- Stylish wood and stainless steel podium
- Ideal for any presentation of seminar
- Weight : 17.5 kg

Straight Clear Acrylic Rostrum
- Size : 1070 x 1200 x 10mm thk
- Dia 20mm pre-drilled microphone hole
- Optional : A4 size logo on acrylic sheet

Slant Frosted Acrylic Rostrum
- Size : 950 x 1100 x 5mm thk
- Dia : 20mm pre-drilled microphone hole
- Optional : A4 size logo on acrylic sheet
Podium / Rostrum (Sales)

**Acrylic Rostrum**
- Colour Available: Clear
- Material: Acrylic
- Suitable For: Indoor & Outdoor
- Dimension: 750mm(W) x 600mm(D) x 1100mm(H)

**Stainless Steel Rostrum**
- Colour Available: Silver
- Material: Stainless Steel
- Suitable For: Indoor
- Dimension: 500mm(W) x 600mm(D) x 1220mm(H)

**Grace Acrylic Rostrum**
- Size: H1000 x 10mm thk
- Display Area: A3 size
- Dia. 20mm pre-drilled microphone hole
- Optional: A4 size logo on acrylic sheet
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Podium / Rostrum (Sales)

Wooden & Stainless steel Rostrum (White)
- Dimension(W x D x H) 470mm x 470mm x 1100mm
- Material: Wood & Stainless Steel

2 Tone Wooden & Stainless steel Rostrum
(Front white & black back)
- Dimension(W x D x H) 500mm x 500mm x 1170mm
- Material: Wood & Stainless Steel

Black PU Leather Stainless steel Rostrum (black PU)
- Dimension(W x D x H) 470mm x 470mm x 1100mm
- Material: PU leather & stainless steel
Podium / Rostrum (Rental)

Wooden & Stainless Steel

Acrylic Rostrum

Zen Rostrum

Stainless Steel Rostrum
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